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Unit 1  

Anew start  
State of Palestine  

Ministry of Education  

D.G. of Assessment, Evaluation & Examinations  

  ɝ ǬƾƛǬǾƭƸǩä ǰǮƭƸǩä 

 
 аϝЛЮ2019 

 еуГЃЯТ ϣЮмϸ 

буЯЛϧЮϜм ϣуϠϽϧЮϜ ϢϼϜϾм 

ϤϝжϝϳϧвъϜм бтнЧϧЮϜм ЀϝуЧЯЮ ϣвϝЛЮϜ ϢϼϜϸшϜ 

 :дϝϳϧвъϜ ϢϹв2.45  днЛϠϼϒм Ёг϶м дϝϧКϝЂ

 .ϣЧуЦϸ 

 еузϪъϜ :ϵтϼϝϧЮϜм ануЮϜ17/6/2019 

) ϤϝвыЛЮϜ Ингϯв100 ϣвыК ( 

 :ИмϽУЮϜ ̪ЬϝгКцϜм ϢϸϝтϽЮϜм ̪сϠϸцϜсϮнЮнзЫϧЮϜм 

ϣтϿуЯϯжъϜ ϣПЯЮϜ :ϩϳϡгЮϜ 

 :ϣЦϼнЮϜ .сϠϸцϜ ИϽУЯЮ пЮмцϜ 

сϮнЮнзЫϧЮϜ ИϽУЮϜм ̪ЬϝгКцϜм ϢϸϝтϽЮϜ :ϣЃЯϮ 
 

I  Reading Comprehension: (40 points) 

Question Number One: (20 points)  

Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Your comfort zone is, as the name suggests, the area where you feel comfortable. We all 

have one, whether we know it or not: it's the set of routines and known abilities that make us feel 

safe because we're confident that we can manage and are unlikely to be challenged by anything 

unexpected or worrying. Obviously, staying inside your comfort zone has many benefits, especially 

at times when you're feeling under stress. 

On the other hand, we're often told in self-help' books that it's a good idea to do things that 

are outside our comfort zones. In fact, many studies have shown that an important factor in helping 

people feel positive about themselves is the feeling that they are developing and making progress in 

their lives. You won't reach your full potential if you only do what you know you are able to do. We 

all want to improve ourselves, for example by learning something new, becoming more creative or 

getting fit. 

Unfortunately, people often get stuck in their comfort zones and don't feel able to try 

different things. There are various possible reasons for this. They may be afraid of failing or unsure 

how to begin. Many people think "This is the way I am and I'll never change', using this as an 

excuse for not trying something new. Whatever the reason may be, it's sometimes necessary to force 

yourself to do something you'd rather not do. Once you've made the effort, though, the door to new 

experiences will be open and you'll probably wonder why you thought it was a problem. 

1- Decide whether each of the following is True or False:   (4 points)  

1. Staying inside our comfort zones has many benefits especially when we're worried. 

2. Stepping outside your comfort zone means more challenges and worries.  

3. It's possible to reach your potential if you only do things within your ability. 

4. It's advisable to practice something you haven't done yet. 

2- Complete the table with the reasons for the following statements.    (6 points) 

Statements Reasons 

1. We feel safe 

inside our 

comfort zones.  

a. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

b. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. People don't 

often like to try 

new things.  

a. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

b. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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3- Answer the following questions:    (4 points) 

1. When would people feel positive about themselves? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. How can we improve ourselves? 

a. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- b. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4- Complete the following sentences from the text above:   (4 points) 

1. A comfort zone can be described as  

ééééééé.ééé.ééééééé.ééé.ééééééé.ééé.ééééééé.é or .ééé.ééééééé.ééé.ééééééé.é 

.ééé.ééééééé.ééé.ééééééé.ééééééééééééééééééééé.ééé.ééééééé.ééé.ééééééé.é 

2. "Self-help" books often recommend ééééééé.éééééééé. outside your comfort zone.  

3. I'm tired of listening to his untrue reasons! The word that has the same meaning of the underlined 

phrase is ééééééé..é.ééé. 

5- Write what the following pronouns refer to: (2 points)  

a. they (line 8) ééééééé.éééééééé.éé.   b.  this (line 12) ééééééé.éééééééé.éé.   

II  Vocabulary  

1- Complete the following sentences using words from the box:  

potential        participate       factor     show     confident     like-minded 

1. Safety is an important ---------------------------- in car design.  8/2017 

2. There is going to be a wide variety of painting and handcrafts items on ---------------------------- to suit 

every pocket.  8/2018 

3. He joined a local activist's group, hoping to meet ---------------------------- people. (with similar 

attitude).  6/2019 

4. As a child he was very much an outsider, he never ---------------------------- in the games other children 

played.   8/2019 

5. If you study hard, there is a greater ---------------------------- for success. (possibility) 8/2019 

6. I know a lot about the subject, so I'm quite ---------------------------- that I'll succeed.      6/2020 

2- Complete the following sentences using words from the box:  

optional        participates       stuck     potential    factor    excuse 

1. She rarely ---------------------------- in any of the classroom discussions.  1/2017 

2. I'm not sure why she feels tired, but I think stress may be a ----------------------------.  8/2019 

3. Attendance is ---------------------------- for those who aren't working on the project.  6/2016 
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4. I have never known him to miss a meeting. I' sure he'll have an ----------------------------------------  6/2018  

5. We were ---------------------------- at the airport for twelve hours because of the bad weather.  6/2017 

6. The law required a detailed analysis of the ---------------------------- impact on the environment of a 

proposed project. (possibility for the future)     6/2020 

 

III  Language  

Present simple and present continuous tenses: 

Circle the correct option to complete the sentences: 

1- Sameera usually -------------------------- at school late.  ( arrives / is arriving )  

2- Listen! Someone -------------------------- outside.  ( cries / is crying)  

3- Rania  -------------------------- happy. She must have got good news.  ( looks / is looking )  

4- Why  -------------------------- at us like that?  ( do you look / are you looking )  

5- I  ---------------------- you are not well today. What's wrong with you?  ( think / am thinking)  

6- I  -------------------------- about my sister Huda. She's very ill.  ( think / am thinking)  

7- My uncle  -------------------------- nine daughters.  ( has / is having)  

8- You can't call him now. He -------------------------- a shower.  ( has / is having )  

9- I have to dress up because I ------------------ an important appointment.  ( have / am having )  

10- The train always -------------------------- at 7:30 pm.  ( leaves / is leaving )  

11- Look out! The plane --------------------------.  ( takes off / is taking off )  

12- Our teacher is happy because we -------------------- better quickly in English.  ( get / are getting )  

Present perfect and present perfect continuous: 

Circle the correct option to complete the sentences: 

1- It is dark because the sun hasn't risen / hasn't been rising yet.  

2- I can't find my wallet. Someone has stolen / has been stealing it.  

3- The weather is terrible outside. It has rained / has been raining for more than five hours. 

4- I have known / have been knowing Mona for five years and we are close friends now. 

5- You are out of breath! Have you run / Have you been running? 

6- She has never travelled / been travelling by ship. She enjoys flying.  

7- My uncle has bought / has been buying a new car recently.  

8- She has written / has been writing five poems so far.  

9- I think someone has used / has been using my laptop. The battery is nearly dead. 
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(2016 Exam)  Question Number Four:  

C. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of the verbs in brackets:-  

1- Shadia  -------------------------------------- (wait) for us for a long time.   

2- Manal -------------------------------------- (not accept) such invitations quite often.   

C. Correct the sentences (there is one mistake in each sentence):  

1- He is having three luxury cars --------------------------------------  

Section B / Q.5  

C. Circle the correct answer:  

1- In fact, I don't like parties in general but I  --------------------------------- this one. (enjoy ï am enjoying) 

(2016 Exam)  Question Number Four / section A:  

A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of verbs in brackets:  

1- I  --------------------------------- badly for a long time. (sleep)  

2- Muna  --------------------------------- with her cousin online at the moment. (chat)  

3- My father is thinking that I should stop playing computer games.  ---------------------------------. (look) 

Question Number five:  

3: Corrects the mistakes in the sentences. (There is only one mistake in each sentences)  

1- She is sick. She eats so much recently  ---------------------------------  

2- Listen! Can you hear those people next door? They shout at each other again. ---------------------------------  

3- My father  is thinking that I should stop playing computer games. ---------------------------------  

A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of verbs in brackets:  

1- Suha sometimes --------------------------------- more than one exam a day. (have)  

2- Rami  --------------------------------- in this company for a long time and he is still there. (work )  

3- Salma and Ruba --------------------------------- for exams quite often. (not prepare)  

(2017 Exam) Question Number Four / section A:  

A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of verbs in brackets:  

1- My sister who has been teaching English for thirty years ------------------------------ yet. (have)  

2- Her grandfather still --------------------------------- the day when the dam broke. (remember)  

B. Circle the correct answer:  

1- --------------------------------- music do you prefer? Pop music. (what kind of / How long)  
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(2017 Exam)  Question Number Four / section A:  

 A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of verbs in brackets:  

1- Sorry you can't talk to him right now. He  ------------------------------ downtown. (drive)  

2- He can't play with us because he --------------------------------- for two hours. (run )  

C. Circle the correct answer:  

1- --------------------------------- music do you prefer? Pop music. (what kind of / How long)  

(2018 Exam)  Question Number Four :  

 A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of verbs in brackets:  

1- I  ------------------------------ (not agree) with what he usually ------------------------------ (say).  

2- why  --------------------------- you --------------------------- (look) at me like that? Have I said something wrong?.  

3- Tamer ---------------------------- a book (read) for two hours and he -------------------------- (read) 53 pages so far.  

(2018 Exam)  Question Number Four :  

A. Circle the correct answer:  

1- Normally I (finish / am finishing) work at 5, but this week I (work / am working) until 6 to 

earn a bit more money.  

2- They have just (been leaving / left), maybe you can catch up with them if you run. 

3- They (have / are having) a good dinner there. They (don't have / haven't had) any problem at 

all.  

(2019 Exam)  Question Number Four / сϠϸϒ  

 A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of verbs in brackets:  

1- Reading stories for children --------------------------- their brain development and imagination. (promote)  

2- I  --------------------------------- this book on psychology for hours and I'm still on page 6. (read)  

3- Nowadays, people --------------------------------- more and more about their health. (think )  

B. Do as require in brackets:  

 1-  you / ever / hear / of The Blue Sky Restaurant?  (Write the full question)  

        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Question Number Four / сгЯК 

 A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of verbs in brackets:  

1- Sorry, you can't speak to him now. He --------------------------- (have) a shower.  

2- Salma and her sister --------------------------------- (clean) the house all day long.  
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3- Everything is going well. We --------------------------------- (not / have) any problems so far.   

3- Correct the following sentences : (there is only one mistake in each sentence):  

1- There is something strange about sami, he is looking very pale. ---------------------------  

(2019 Exam)  Question Number Four / сϠϸϒ  

 A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of verbs in brackets:  

1- My grandfather --------------------------- very well so far. (feel)  

2- Lack of job opportunities often -------------------------- lots of stress among young people. (cause)  

3- At first, I didn't like my job, but I --------------------------- to enjoy it now. (start)  

Question Number Four / гЯКс   

 A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of verbs in brackets:  

1- All of them seem surprised. I don't know what they  --------------------------- at. (look)  

2- Nabeel -------------------- about changing his job for years but he isn't doing anything about it. (talk )  

3- January --------------------------- the first month of she year. (be)  

3- Correct the mistake in following sentences: (there is only one mistake in each sentence):  

1- What are you thinking the reason for her success is? -------------------------------------------------------------------------  

2- I can't understand what the writer is meaning. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

(2020 Exam) / сϠϸϒ 

 A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of verbs between brackets:  

1- They all --------------------------- (not / agree) with what he  --------------------------- (say) now. 

2- You were away for a long time, where --------------------------- you  --------------------------- (be)? 

3- He ----------------------- (stay) with his friends for too long time. He needs to find a house of his own.  

B. Do as required in brackets: сϠϸϒ 

1- ----------------------------------------- you finished yet?   (complete the negative question)  

2- A: Choose the correct word between brackets:   сϠϸϒ 

1- I don't enjoy parties normally, but I ------------------------------- this one. (enjoy / am enjoying)  

2- What  ------------------------------- the reason for her success is? (do you think / are you thinking)  

3-B: Correct the mistake :(there is one mistake in the sentence): сϠϸϒ 

1- How many message did you already sent? -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of verbs between brackets: сгЯК 

1- The passengers --------------------------- (wait) for three hours, and the train ---------------------- (arrive) yet. 

2- Listen! What language  --------------------------- Ali's guests --------------------------- (talk)? 

3- The teacher ----------------------- (not / think ) the exam is complicated.  

3- Correct the following sentence: (there is only one mistake in the sentence): сгЯК 

1- Dad works in the afternoons, but today he takes my brother to the dentist?  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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III  writing   

(свЯК) 

A. "Most of us get used to having a routine in their lives, but this can be a problem. Breaking 

habits and doing new things is good for you".  

Think about these questions:  

¶ Do you have a fixed routine in your life? 

¶ What benefit does it have?  

¶ How can fixed routine have a negative effect? 

B. Write a paragraph about your favourite school subject. Include the following information.  

¶ What subjects you are learning at school this year.  

¶ Which ones you like best and are most interested in. 

¶ Why you like the subject. 

¶ How long you have been studying the subject. 

¶ What you would like to do with the subject in the future. 

C. "your life begins at the end of your comfort zone." Use the following ideas:   (2019) 

- Paragraph 1: What do you think the phrase "Comfort zone" might mean? 

- Paragraph 2: The benefits of doing the same routine. 

- Paragraph 3: What challenges you might face when steeping out of your comfort zone and 

how to overcome them. 

- Paragraph 4: Conclusion.  

8/2018  (сϠϸϒ) 

A. Apply for the Mountain Climbing Club. Your application form must include the following. 

¶ Say why you are applying for this club. 

¶ Your experienced in climbing mountains. 

¶ Things you would like to do in this club. 

¶ Difficulties you might face.  
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Unit 1 period 6  

For Humanitarian Stream 

Application Form  

Name: ééééééééééééééééééé    Age : éééééé 

 

Title of course you are applying for: English lang. course.  

I am applying for this course because I have been interested in English for many years, and I 

would like to work as a teacher of English in the future. I have been reading books and short stories 

in English since I was eleven years old, but I need to improve my English. 

At the moment, I am studying English at school and I have been a member of English 

language morning broadcasting and the English club at school for the last two years.  

After finishing my final exams in June. I plan to spend some time doing this course and I will 

apply to the Islamic University to study English literature. 

I hope my application is useful and I am looking forward to studying at your college.  

Unit 1 сгЯЛЯЮ For Scientific Stream  

Comfort Zone 

"Life begins at the end of your comfort zone"  

In the light of the above phrase, express in about 150 words of your own what this title means. 

A comfort zone is a place where stress levels and anxiety are minimal, a place where there is 

a certain degree of security which increases your sense of calm, happiness and safety. In other words, 

daily activities and routines that you are used to will make you feel somehow comfortable and are 

unlikely to be challenged by anything unexpected or worrying as well as know what's coming next 

and can plan accordingly. 

On the other hand, people are often advised to step outside their comfort zone to break free 

from the boring habits and routines they currently have, and trying new and different things for 

several reasons. One reason is that nothing helps you grow more than taking a chance and doing 

something new. Another reason is that having new experiences helps you learn more about yourself. 

It can teach you about your interests, skills, talents and your strengths and weaknesses. 

To sum up, it's so important to try new things in your life and push yourself out of your 

comfort zone. The potential benefits are very huge and to be honest, there is nothing to lose, so you 

should start today and try something new. 
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Unit 2 - Period 2 

 

 

English Language 

Paper: One  

Time: 2:30 Hours  

 
Al-ENJAZ 

Literary Stream  

Total Marks  (90) 

 
 еуГЃЯТ ϣЮмϸ 

буЯЛϧЮϜм ϣуϠϽϧЮϜ ϢϼϜϾм 

ϤϝжϝϳϧвъϜм бтнЧϧЮϜм ЀϝуЧЯЮ ϣвϝЛЮϜ ϢϼϜϸшϜ 

Date: 10 / 06 /2017  

I  Reading Comprehension: (30 points) 

Question Number One: ( 20 points) 

Read the text carefully. Then complete the tasks below: 

The results of a new poll show that financial problems have taken over from the environment 
as the main concerns for young people. The survey asked over 12,000 people aged between 14 and 
18 what they were most worried about. The clear winner was ófinding a job', while the environment 
was only the seventh greatest worry. This compares with similar polls in the last fifteen years, when 
environmental worries came first. 

One of the poll's organisers commented that the results demonstrated a clear change in 
attitude. ñIt's not just that getting a job is the main worry,' he said. ñAlso included in the top six 
worries were getting into debt (6th) and passing exams (4th=). I'm convinced that there's a 
connection. Because of changes in the job market, there is more and more pressure on young people 
nowadays to pass exams and go on to university in the hope of finding a good job. Rising university 
fees make it inevitable that many students graduate from university with huge debts. 

Other concerns mentioned by large numbers of young people also tended to be personal rather 
than social, including worries about relationships (2nd), health (3rd) and 'fitting in with peers' (4th=). 

Annette Coleman, director of the Green Earth organisation, said yesterday that she was 
disappointed, but not surprised at the fall in the number of young people concerned about the 
environment. 

A. Put the list of concerns in the order they appear in the text:   (7 points) 

1. ------------------------------------------------     2. ------------------------------------------------     3. ------------------------------------------------      

4= ------------------------------------------------     5= ------------------------------------------------     6. ------------------------------------------------      

7. ------------------------------------------------      

B. Complete the sentences with phrases from the text:   (3 points) 

3. Previous similar polls show that -------------------------------------- were first.  

4. The stress that young people face these days is ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C. What do the following numbers and pronouns refer to:   (6points)  

1. " 12,000" (line 2): -----------------------------------------  2." 14 and 18" (line 2): ----------------------------------------- 

2. "he" (line 7): -----------------------------------------  4."she" (line 14): -----------------------------------------  

D. Decide whether the following sentences are True or False according to the text: (4points)  

1. Environmental problems are more important nowadays than fifteen years ago. (     )  

2. According to a poll's organiser, the change in the results explained a change in people's interests. (    )  

3. The director was surprised and disappointed at the fall in the number of young people interest 

about the environment. (     )  

4. Three of the concerns by young people tended to be personal rather than social.(     ) 
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II  Vocabulary  

A. Complete the sentences with the words in the box:  

fees        reward         point         priorities         inevitable  

7. I'm not going to this afternoon's session. I don't see a  ---------------------------- of it.  6/2018 

8. She decided to go to the party instead of studying. Where are her ---------------------------- ?  8/2019 

9. The company gave him a ------------------------- for his years of service and a farwell party.  1/2017 

10. At universities today, ---------------------------- are too high for students to pay.   6/2019 

B. Complete the sentences with the words in the box: 

impatient          persevere         ineyitable         purpose  

7. A rise in all prices seems ---------------------------- after the war. (impossible to avoid)  6/2019 

8. They cancelled the meeting as there was no ---------------------------- in continuing the conversation. 

(point)  8/2019 

9. After waiting for an hour, the ---------------------------- customer stormed out and complained to the 

manager.  6/2020 

10. They don't know any English. But if they ------------------------------- , they will become good students.  

 6/2020  

C. Circle the correct answer:  

1. Making lots of money is not a very high -------------------------- for him.  (priority / minded )  8/2016 

2. You can't always make your brain work on ----------------------------.  (demand / the way)  8/2016 

3. We will be pleased to send you more information ---------------------------- request.  (in / on)  2/2017 

4. Fire fighters and paramedics usually wear special clothes when they are --------------------------.   

(on purpose / on duty)  6/2018 

5. The badly wounded people take ---------------------------- for medical attention than those only slightly 

hurt.  (high priority/ high rigidity )  8/2018 

6. Teachers should be aware ---------------------------- the needs of their students.  (from / of )  6/2019 

7. Policemen usually wear uniforms when they are ---------------------.  (on the way / on duty)  6/2019 

8. The patient was getting worse, so the nurse ---------------------------- called for the doctor.   

(on duty/ on business)  8/2019 

9. Both their hames are on the front of the book because they are the ----------------------------.   

(co-worker / co-writers)  6/2019 
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III  Language  

Final Exams for Tawjihi  

(2016 Exam)  Question Four / section A:  

D. circle the correct answer:-  

3- I didn't feel like ------------------------------- anything, so I went out to a restaurant.  (to cook / cooking) 

4- We hope he will stop --------------------------------- such silly questions. (to ask / asking)    

5- She decided --------------------------------- her new car. (to sell / selling)    

6- We have stopped ------------------------------ plastic bags in supermarkets, we take our own bags with us. 

(to take / taking)    

Question Number 5:  

1. Circle the correct answer:  1 / 2017 

2- They stopped suddenly -------------- photos for the tower as it looks very beautiful. (to take / taking) 

3- Everyone hates it when others keep -----------------------------. (to interrupt  / interrupting ) 

4- I enjoyed ----------------------- (to meet / meeting) you. I hope ------------------------ you again. (to see / seeing)    

5- Remember ----------------------------- your car outside the gate. It's not allowed here. (to park / parking ) 

Question Number 5:  

1. Circle the correct answer:  2 / 2017 

1- The cat crossed the road suddenly and the driver couldn't avoid to hit / hitting  it . 

2- Let's shake hands and promise to forget / forgetting the argument. 

3- I hate to see / seeing people in pain. 

4- Although there was little chance of rain, he insisted on to take / taking his umbrella. 

(2017 Exam)  Section B / Question Number five:  

1. A. Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the verbs between 

brackets (to- infinitive or ï ing):  

4- My sister refused --------------------------------- what our father suggested. (do)  

5- I must remember --------------------------------- this letter while I'm in town. (post)  

6- The most important thing is that we shouldn't give up ---------------------------------. (try )  

Question Number five:  

1. A.  Circle the correct answer: 

1- In her way home, she always stops ------------------------------ some bread. (buying / to buy)  

2- They'd love ------------------------------ the zoo together. (visiting / to visit)  

3- I feel like ------------------------------ lunch at the river side. (having / to have)  
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(2018 Exam):  

C.  Circle the correct answer: 

1- Muneer was doing his homework and then he stopped (to watch / watching) the football match 

on T.V.  

2- I don't feel like (cooking / to cook) anything new, so start eating your dish like everyone else.  

(2018 Exam): Question Number Five: 

1. A. Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets: 

(to- infinitive or ï ing form):  

1- Finally, I remembered --------------------------------- your book! Here it is. (bring)  

2- Ahmad is a detective; he enjoys his work. He likes ---------------------------- mysterious. (solve)  

3- He promised ----------------------------- others' properties without their permission. (not use)  

(2019 Exam): пЮмϒ Ϣϼмϸ 

C. Complete the following sentences with the correct form. (to- infinitive or ï ing form):  

1- Paul avoids ------------------------------- chemicals on the vegetables he grows. (use)  

2- You should remember ---------------------------- an email to let them know about the changes. (send)  

3- Why don't we stop ----------------------------- computer games and do the homework? (play)  

(2019 Exam):  ϢϼмϸϣужϝϪ 

C. Complete the following sentences with the correct form. (to- infinitive or ï ing form):  

1- You must remember --------------------------------- the shopping. (do)  

2- He gave up ---------------------------- after his heart attack. (hike)  

3- I'd hate ----------------------------- at the top of a really tall building. (live)  

C. Choose the correct answer:  сгЯК 

1- Did I really tell you I was unhappy? I donôt remember (to say / saying) that. 

2- Most people hate (to be / being) judged according to their outward appearance.   

(2020 Exam): пЮмϒ Ϣϼмϸ 

A. Complete the sentences with the correct verb form. (to- infinitive or ï ing form): сϠϸϒ   

3- Although they had some difficulties, they kept ------------------------ (work ) on the same project. 

4- She didn't feel like ------------------------- (cook) anything, so they went out to a restaurant.  

5- you must remember ------------------------- (switch off) judged according to their outward appearance.  
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C. Circle the correct answer: сϠϸϒ 

3- 'Promise (not to tell / to not tell) anyone!' 'I promise'.  

B. Circle the correct answer: сгЯК 

3- I must remember (to unplug/ unplugging) the iron before I leave the house.  

2.A: Circle the correct answer: сгЯК 

4- Never stop (to smile / smiling) even wheb you're sad, someone might love your smile.  

3- Correct the following sentences: (there is only one mistake in each sentence): сгЯК 

4- Everything went well until they wanted increasing their profits. ---------------------------------------------------------  

 

Final Exams For Tawjihi  

 ( 2016 ) 

Circle the correct answer:- 

1- I didn't feel like ------------------------ anything so I went out to a restaurant. (to cook / cooking).  

2- We hope he will stop ------------------------ such silly questions. (to ask / asking)  

3- She decided -------------------------- her new car. (to sell / selling)  

( 2016 ) Make up 

1- We have stopped -------------------------- plastic bags in supermarkets, we take our own bags with us 

when we go shopping. (to take / taking). 

2- Salma and Ruba  --------------------------  (not prepare) for exams quite often.  

( 2017 ) Make up 

1- The cat crossed the road suddenly and the driver couldn't avoid ---------------------- it.  

(to hit / hitting)  

2- Let's shake hands3and promise ------------------------ the argument. (to forget / forgetting)    

3- I hate  --------------------------  people in pain. (to see/ seeing)   

4- When you see kareem, remember ----------------------- him my regards won't you?  

(to give / giving). 

5- Although there was little chance of rain, he insisted on ----------------------- his umbrella. (to take / 

taking). 
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( 2018 )  

1- Muneer was soing his homework and then he stopped (to watch/ watching) the football 

match on TV. 

2- Our neighbours apologized for (making / to make) such noise.       

3- I don't feel like (cooking / to cook) anything new, so start eating your fish like everyone els. 

III  writing   

(свЯК) 

D. "People sometimes feel that they are wasting a lot of time and not getting enough done. 

This can be stopped by time management".  

Write an essay of 150 word about time management focusing on these ideas: 

¶ What is meant by time management?  

¶ Benefits of using time wisely.  

¶ Results of not having any type of time management.  

E. What are people (especially young) in your country mostly worried about?  

Write an essay about the most important worries to young people focusing on these ides: 

¶ What are people all over the world mostly worried about? 

¶ Do our people in Palestine have different worries? 

¶ The main cause for all worries ad suffering faced by Palestinians. 

 

A. What are people (especially young) in your country mostly worried about?  

Write an essay about the most important worries to young people focusing on these ideas: 

While most people all over the world worry about normal and inevitable everyday things such 

as family, work pressures, health, or money, we Palestinians have such worries and much more other 

worries that are different - and let's say special- for us as Palestinians. 

No doubt that there are some worries that closely and greatly touch the people in Palestine, 

particularly the youth. One of the top worries is employment which comes first in the list according 

to a recent study and that is due to the increasing numbers of university graduates each year. Another 

top worry is the freedom of movement to and from Gaza because of the unjust siege imposed on 

Gaza by Israel and other neighboring countries. 

With regard to what is mentioned above, but the thing that can't be overlooked is that the 

Israeli  occupation is the main source and cause for all the worries, problems and sufferings race 

Palestinians over the last decades. The occupation means crime, confiscation of rights, and S. and 

restriction of freedoms. 

These conditions, of course, lead to a life of insecurity and the emergence of many p worries 

that affect all the humanitarian, social, economic and political aspects, making it Palestinians to 

perform simple tasks and plan their lives, and stop the development economy. 
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B. "People sometimes feel that they are wasting a lot of time and not getting enough done. 

This can be stopped by time management." 

Time management can be defined as the process of organizing and planning how much time 

you spend on specific activities. Or we can simply say, time management is getting everything done 

in the allotted amount of time. Good time management enables you to work smarter - not harder ï so 

that you get more done in less time, even when time is tight and pressures are high. Failing to manage 

your time damages your effectiveness and causes stress. 

When time is managed and organized wisely, it can make the difference between a productive 

day and a very busy day. Using time management during an ordinary day can help reduce stress and 

simplifies life. Once you finished your activities within the time you planned, then you are a 

successful time management person which lead you towards a successful person in the society 

By contrast, without having a plan on how to manage time, it can create stress in lite 

forgetting important dates and deadlines. Also, by not having some type of organization in life and 

also create chaos and will seem as if there is not enough time in one day to complete the daily tasks  

To conclude, time management is important for every individual. Whether you are student, 

teacher, businessman or a working professional - if you are able to manage your time efficiently, you 

wouldn't be far from achieving your goals. 

(2017) сϠϸϒ 

A. You are going to study agriculture when you get into university. Write a personal 

statement using good opening and closing. Make sure you use the following points:    

- Paragraph 1: why are you applying? Reasons for choosing the course/ interest ï ambitions. 

- Paragraph 2: you experience ï subjects related to the course and activities.  

- Paragraph 3: why are you suitable? Evidence ï skills, academic and nonacademic. 

 

Unit2 personal statement 

For Humanitarian Stream  

Write your personal statement that helps you to be accepted to join a course in Information 

Technology in a college. 

There are several reasons why I am applying for a course in Information Technology First, it 

is one of the most exciting subjects that I would like to study. Secondly, it has a great impact on our 

life. I have been interested in this subject for many years. I would like to work in this field as a career 

in the future. 

At the moment, I am studying Technology, Maths and English. I have been reading books 

about this topic for many years. In addition I have some extra books about this subject.  

At school I helped my teacher doing videos and designing web pages for our school's English 

Club. 

Why me? I have many skills that will help me do well in this course. I am good at printing, 

designing photos and edit them. I think I am the right person for this course. 

I am looking forward to the experience of university life and challenges of studying at this 

level. 
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Module 1 

Unit 1 + 2  

Worksheet  

Part one: Vocabulary: (16 points) 

2- Match the words and phrases in the box with their meanings below: (6 points) 

persevere revision field reward optional on show 
 

1. able to be seen: --------------------------------.  

2. not compulsory: --------------------------------.  

3. studying before the exam: --------------------------------.  

4. area of interest: --------------------------------.  

5. don't give up: --------------------------------.  

6. give something good: --------------------------------.  

3- Complete the following sentences with words from the box:  (6 points) 

on the market routine fees convinced stuck excuse 
 

1. Hiba hasn't prepared well for the exam. I'm not really -------------------------------- she will pass it.  

2. Doing the same -------------------------------- is not always an advantage. It can make you get bored.  

3. The manager didn't accept my -------------------------------- for being late.  

4. The driver was -------------------------------- in his car after the accident and he couldn't get out.  

5. Many students are complaining about rising university  --------------------------------.  

6. There are many Chinese products -------------------------------- nowadays .  

4- Choose the correct answer:   (4 points) 

1. More details will be sent -------------------------------------------- (on demand / on request)   

2. Please remind me to buy some sugar -------------------------------------------- home (on the way  / on time)   

3. Ali has travelled to Turkey for two weeks -------------------------------------------- (on arrival / on business)   

4. We are late and the train always arrives ------------------------------------------ (on duty / on time)   

Part Two: Language: (29 points)  

1- Complete the sentences with the correct tense of the verbs in brackets: (14 points) 

1. I ------------------------ (play)  football for two years. My team -------------------------- (win) 5 matches so far. 

2. I -------------------------- (not/like)  Rami. He always -------------------------- (complain) about his work.  

3. We -------------------------- (know)  Ali for 15 years, but we -------------------------- never -------------------------- him 

at home. (visit) 

4. We -------------------------- (walk)  for hours, but we -------------------------- yet. (arrive )  

5. ------------------------------ you ------------------------------ (remember)  the name of that girl?  
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6. We all -------------------------- (want)  to feel we -------------------------- (make) progress in our lives.   

7. Mahmoud's English -------------------------- (get)  better quickly.  

8. He  -------------------------- (have)  this car for 20 year .  

9. You're very quiet. What  -------------------------- you -------------------------- about? (think )  

10. Everyone ----------------------- (look) out of the window to the man that ----------------------- (look) strange.  

11. How long -------------------------- you -------------------------- (learn) English?  

12. I  -------------------------- (suppose)  I must go now. My wife -------------------------- (wait) for me at home.  

13. The train -------------------------- still -------------------------- (stand) in the station. I -------------------------- (think ) we 

can catch it.  

14. I  -------------------------- (work )  since 3 o'clock. I -------------------------- (finish / just) my homework.   

2- Form Questions from the given words: (5 points) 

1. What / your parents / do / at the moment ?  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

2. What time / you / usually / go to bed ?  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

3. You / ever / play / golf ?  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

4. How many times / Brazil / win / the World Cup ?  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

5. How long / you / work / in this company ?  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

3- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets (to-infinitive or ï ing 

form):   (5 points) 

1. He advised me ------------------------------------------ a second ï hand refrigerator. (not /buy)   

2. Did you remember -------------------------------------------- Ana my message? (give)   

3. He stopped  -------------------------------------------- a month ago. (smoke)   

4. She finished -------------------------------------------- at about four and went for a walk. (cook)   

5. I don't feel like -------------------------------------------- this problem with them. (discuss)   

4- Circle the correct tense to complete the sentences:   (5 points) 

1. Finally I managed (to finish / finishing) the work. 

2. She hates (washing / to wash ) the dishes. 

3. I can remember (visiting / to visit) them when I was a child. 

4. On the way to Edinburgh, we stopped (looking / to look) at an old castle. 

5. We've stopped (using / to use) plastic bags in supermarkets. 

The end 
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Unit 3  

A funny thing happened  

I  Reading Comprehension 

Final (2/2019) 

Read the text carefully. Then complete the tasks below: 

We often hear people say 'It's a small world, isn't it?' It's usually when they've just 

experienced one of those strange coincidences that seem to happen in nearly everyone's lives. You 

know the kind of thing: you're on holiday in another country and you run into a person you know 

from home, even though neither of you knew that the other was going there too. 

People often think experiences like this are evidence of something mysterious happening, 

some kind of hidden plan outside our knowledge. The scientific explanation is less exciting, and 

perhaps that's why some people are reluctant to accept it . Coincidences are events that unexpectedly 

happen at the same time for no clear reason, or finding an unexpected connection between seemingly 

random things or people. A very common example of the latter is talking to a complete stranger and 

finding that you have the same birthday. What are the chances of that happening? 

Actually, the chances are better than you might think, and there's a mathematical way to prove 

it. It has been calculated that the number of people you need to have a 50% chance of two of them 

sharing a birthday is 23. And when there are 48 people in a room, the probability goes up to 95%. To 

put it another way, if there are only 50 people reading these words (and I hope there are more!), one 

of them will almost certainly have the same birthday as me. 

The other part of the scientific explanation for coincidences is simply that there are so events 

in people's lives. Just think of the number of people that you have had any kind of connections with 

during your life. There are probably over 10,000, and the older you get, the more there will be. If you 

are the kind of person who talks to strangers, you will definitely come across coincidences. Basically, 

when you think about how complex our lives are, especially now the only surprising thing is that 

coincidences don't happen more often. 

(12/ 2019) exam  сгЯК 

A. answer the following questions:  

1. What do people often think of strange coincidences?  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

2. How are strange coincidences explained by science?  

a. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

b. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

3. Why does the writer think some people don't want to believe in scientific explanation for 

strange coincidences?  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      
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B. Complete the following sentences:  

1. Talking to a complete stranger and finding that you have to same birthday is an example of   

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.  

2. You will absolutely come across coincidences if ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C. Decide whether the following is True or False:  

1. The expression 'it's a small world is used when people's lives are more. (      )  

2. If you run into a person you know from home in another country, surely someone arranged 

for you both to meet. (      ) 

3. If there are 23 people in a room, the possibility that two of them have the same birtheday is 

less than 40%. (      ) 

4. The older you get; the more people you will have in your life.  

D. What do the following numbers and pronouns refer to:    

1. There (line 4) : -----------------------------------------   2. it (line 7): ----------------------------------------- 

II  Vocabulary  

D. Complete each of the following by using a suitable word from the box:  

straight           patting           latter           reluctant  

11. I had two options, history and geography so I chose the --------------------------.  1/2017 

12. I'm ---------------------------- to spend all that money on such a small project.  6/2017 

13. I felt tired when I got home so I had gone ------------------------- to bed.  6/2018 

14. The dog seems happy because the child is, ---------------------------- its head gently.   8/2019 

E. Complete each of the following by using a suitable word from the box:  

knowledge        patting         keep in touch         reluctant 

1. Sadly, I didn't  ---------------------------- with my closest friends at the party.  2/2017 

2. It's my belief that ---------------------------- is power.  8/2018 

3. The doctor seemed ------------------------- to tell the family about the patient's serious disease.  6/2019 

4. He felt a million hands ---------------------------- him on the back and congratulating him on the job. 

(hitting gently).   6/2020 

F. Complete each of the following by using a suitable word from the box:  

error           patting           colleague  

1. The accident was coused by a human  ----------------------------.  8/2017 

2. Salma is not my friend. She's my ---------------------------- at the company.   1/2017 

3. While I was  ------------------ on my friends back, he got nervous and started to shout at me.  6/2020 
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G. Complete the sentences using the words in the box with (co or mis ).  

pilot           operation           behave           operation 

1. This success couldn't have been achieved without your  ----------------------------.  6/2019 

2. Fortunately, there was enough oxygen for the pilot and ---------------------------- to make safe landing.  

  6/2016 

3. There's very little ------------------------- between the two neighboring countries.  6/2017 

4. Students always get in trouble when they ---------------------------- at school.   6/2017 

H. Complete the sentences using the words in the box with (co or mis ).  

behave           operation           lead  

1. I can't do those tasks alone. I need your ----------------------------.  8/2018 

2. Paying children too much attention when they  ---------------------------- can be safe defeating.   8/2018 

3. Information in adverts is usually true, but it can ------------------------- people and give them the 

wrong idea  6/2016 

I.  Complete the sentences using the words in the box with (co or mis ).  

heard           operation 

1. Because of the size of the task, combined ---------------------------- was important.  6/2020 

2. It seemed a strange question, I wondered if I had ----------------------------.   6/2020 

J. Complete the sentences with the suitable phrasal verbs from the box.  

Came across           put up          ran into       put up      catch up 

1. When you visit our country, please tell me, I'm ready to ---------------- you ---------------- in my 

apartment.  6/2016 

2. My sister was walking very fast, I couldn't ---------------------------- with her.   1/2017 

3. We ------------------------- our neighbours lost bag, we didn't expect that at all.  2/2017 

4. I was hoping Sami could -------------------- me -------------------- for a few days in his flat.  8/2019 

5. Guess who I  ------------------------- in town today.  6/2020 

K.  Complete the sentences with the suitable phrasal verbs from the box.  

run into         put up          Came across           catch up 

1. We ------------------- our relatives  ------------------- in our house when they came to visit Palestine. 8/2016 

2. I was surprised to --------------------- Noha when I was in the park. 8/2016 

3. Let's go to a coffee - I need to --------------------- with you all.  6/2016 

4. In their recent research, scientists have --------------------- new discoveries concerning genetically 

modified food.  6/2019 
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L.  Choose suitable phrasal verbs from the box to complete the following sentences:  

Came across           catch up         put up          ran into        

1. We hadn't seen each other for years, so having a meal together was a good chance to ---------------- 

with each other.  6/2018 

2. I  ---------------------------- a vase exactly like yours in an antique shop.   6/2018 

3. While walking down town, I ------------------------- an old friend and stopped to talk.  8/2018 

4. She ---------------- me ----------------- in her house for a night because I'd missed the last bus and there 

were no night buses running.  8/2018 

M.  Choose suitable phrasal verbs from the box to complete the following sentences:  

Turned out           catch up         throw away          put up     

1. It  ---------------- that social problems were greater than lack of training.  8/2019 

2. Try to ---------------------------- all what you don't need. You have a pile of unnecessary things.  6/2018 

3. Having a meal together is a good chance to ------------------------- with each other.  6/2020 

4. My uncle was visiting the country for a few days, so I ---------------- him ------------- in my flat.  6/2020 

N. Circle the correct answer.  

1. He couldn't fly the plane without a ---------------------------- . (co-pilot/co-writer)   8/2019 

2. I'm sure I didn't say that you must have ---------------------------- me. (misused / misheard) 8/2017 

3. If you ---------------------------- behave in the class, you'll certainly be punished. (co / mis).  1/2017 

4. The children sometimes --------------------- use their toys and ends up losing them. (co/mis).  8/2016 

5. The  ---------------------------- pilot succeeded in landing the plane safety. (co / mis).  8/2016 

6. ---------------------------- operation usually leads to success. (Mis / Co)   2/2017 

7. We believe her comments were meant to ---------------------------- lead us. (co / mis).  2/2017 

8. Dr Samuel Holiday was one of the (co-founders / co-author's) who wrote the report.  6/2018 

9. He was accused of ---------------------------- public money. (misusing / misbehaving).  6/2019 

10. I ---------------------------- your signature and thought the letter was from someone else (misbehaved / 

mistook).  8/2019 

11. ---------------------------- are stories about strange, unexpected events and connections.  8/2019 

12. I was always getting in trouble for ------------------------ at school. (misbehaving / misusing) 8/2019 
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III  Language  

Final Exams  

Unit 3 Period 3/4 

Final ( 2016 ) 

Complete the sentences with the correct tense of the verbs in brackets: - 

1- When I went in yesterday, every one -------------------------- (laugh) probably because someone -----------

--------------- just -------------------------- them a joke (tell).  

2- An old woman knocked at the front door while I -------------------------- TV. In the sitting room. 

(watch).  

 ( 2017 ) 

1- Hadeel passed the exam easily, because she --------------------------  a long time studying. (spend).  

2- While Sami --------------------------  (paint) the door. He --------------------------  a snake. Which had been in 

the store for a long time. (notice).  

3- They got wet during their walk, because it -------------------------- and they --------------------to take their 

umbrellas. (rain / forget)  

4- He can't play with us because he -------------------------- for two hours. (run)  

5- She realized that she -------------------------- (lose) her necklace when she ------------------------(go) to the 

concert.   

( 2019  Make up) 

1- I  --------------------------  (see) Carol at the party. She --------------------------  (wear) a really nice dress.  

2- She --------------------------  (have) a beautiful dream when the alarm clock. (ring)  

Final ( 2018 ) 

Circle the correct answer:- 

1- My sister (didn't see / doesn't see) the note that I (laid / had laid) on the kitchen table for her 

yesterday.  

Final ( 2019 ) 

1- When they got home last night, they --------------------- (find) that somebody --------------  (break into) 

their apartment.  

2- Nuha --------------------- (watch) a frightening movie at ten p.m. last night.  

3- He was happy yesterday because he --------------------- the joyful days of childhood. (recall) . 

4- We ---------------------  home until very late last night. (not/get). 

5- As I ---------------------  (walk) to school, it rained heavily.    
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Writing 

 :сгЯЛЮϜ ϞыГϠ Јϝ϶ бЃЧЮϜ Ϝϻк /ϣЗϲыв 

A. Some people think that strange coincidences must mean something and it's hard to explain 

why they happen but others say that they seem a strange part of normal life.  

Write an essay of four paragraphs about coincidences in our life.  

¶ The meaning of the common saying "it's a small world." 

¶ How do people define coincidence and how science replies? 

¶ Is it possible to calculate the rate of coincidences happening?  

¶ The relation between coincidences and the number of people we know.  

 :сϠϸцϜ ϞыГϠ Јϝ϶ бЃЧЮϜ Ϝϻк /ϣЗϲыв 

A. Write about your favourite school subject. Include the following information. 

¶ What subjects you are learning at school this year. Which ones you like best and are most 

interested in. 

¶ Why you like the subject. How long you have been studying the subject. 

¶ Which area of the subject you find most interesting. What you would like to do with the 

subject in the future.  

B. Write a short story about a strange coincidence or misunderstanding. (It can be a true 

story about something happened to you or someone you know, or a made-up story) 

These ideas may help you:  

¶ Who are the people in the story.  

¶ What happened, where and when? 

 /ϣЗϲыв .сгЯЛЮϜ ϞыГϠ Јϝ϶ бЃЧЮϜ Ϝϻк 

Some people think that strange coincidences must mean something and it's hard to explain why 

they happen but others say that they seem a strange part of normal life. 

We always hear people say "it's a small world" when they meet each other accidently in an 

unusual time and place and without any previous planning. This is what we call coincidence. People 

tam say it's because of hidden plans outside human knowledge, but scientists give these coincidences 

specific explanation in which there is always a connection between seemingly random people and 

things. 

Experts prove that they can work out the rate of coincidences happening in normal life. If 

there are 50 students in one class, the probability that two of them have the same birthday is 95% and 

if there are just 23 students, the probability goes down to 50%. 

So these experts summarize that there is a great connection between coincidences and the  

number of people we know, so the more people you know, the more you come across coincidences, 

especially these days with the spread of social media sites. 

In my opinion, coincidences are a strange part of normal life which we can't give any 

explanation or reason. The thing is that we have to accept them as they are. 
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.сϠϸцϜ ϞыГϠ Јϝ϶ бЃЧЮϜ Ϝϻк 

Write a short story about a strange coincidence or a misunderstanding. (It can be a true 

story about something happened to you). These ideas may help you:  

1- Who are the people in the story?  

2- What happened?  

3- Where ? when ? 

Two years ago, while I was moving from name to name on a chat room at yahoo messenger, I 

chose one of the names on the list, and began chatting him. Firstly he was reluctant, but after I had 

introduced my name, sex and location, he became more interested, and suddenly I discovered that I 

had met this person in international course in Japan 15 years ago, and he was my best colleague in 

that course, this was the most exciting coincidence happened to me.  
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Unit 4 Period 1  

The shrinking word  

(Final 2017) Make up (Scientific Stream) 

I  Reading Comprehension 

Read the text carefully. Then complete the tasks below: 

Text A: 

As a parent, Iôm becoming increasingly worried about the effect communications technology 

is having on young people. My fourteen-year-old son seems to spend hours every day texting or 

chatting online, or updating his social media page. He says heôs going to do his homework, but an 

hour or two later still hasnôt started it, and I canôt help feeling that heôs wasting so much time on this 

instead of doing useful things, or even just being with his friends and communicating with real 

people. Is all this texting affecting young peopleôs ability to use language properly? Is there a danger 

that they could become addicted to technology? What potential dangers are out there in the online 

world? I donôt know enough about these new technologies to be able to answer questions like these. 

Text B: 

Like it or not, todayôs young people are the connected generation. A recent study in the US 

found that nearly a quarter of teenagers use social media sites at least ten times a day and 75% own 

mobile phones. Texting is now the main form of communication for young people. The fgures 

obviously vary between countries, but the one thing we can predict is that they will continue to rise. 

Inevitably, this has led to panic among parents, teachers and other adults. But are these fears justifed? 

Not according to Dr Amy Lehane, who has studied exactly how young people are using technology. 

óIf you look back,ô she says, óyou fnd the same panic reaction from older people to the growth of the 

telephone or television. Often it comes from a fear of something they donôt understand, but our 

research indicates that young people are quite capable of telling the difference between the online 

world and the real world, or between the types of language used for texts and job applications. 

Theyôre also very aware of the possible negative effects of technology: they know, for example, that 

itôs not a good idea to post a message like óIôm having a party next Saturdayô on a public site.ô 

A. Choose the best title for the text above:  

a. Smart phones.    B.  Methods of communications today.  

c.   A study about the internet.  D. T.V. programmes.  

B. Answer the following questions:  

1. Who is frightened by the rise in the number of teenagers using media in Text B ?  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

2. Why should we feel positive about the future according to the results of the study? (Text B)   

a. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

b. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      
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3. Which text includes a list of concerns?  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

4. Which text the writer believes that we should trust young people more?  ------------------------------------------  

5. Which text is about a personal feeling?  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

C. Complete the following sentences:  

1. The negative effects of spending too much time on texting and chatting on the son in text A 

are:  

a. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

b. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

2. Why does the writer ask many questions at the end of text A? ----------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3. Why are the fears of adults not justified to Dr. Amy? -------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4. Why is it unceptable to post a message that you are having a party on public sites? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

D. Decide if the statements are (True or False) according to the text:  

1. Older people had more fear reaction of the growth of social media than parents to day. (      ) 

2. A quarter of teenagers use social media sites at least ten times a day. (      )   

3. Fears of the rise of figures in using social media are justified according to Lehane. (      )   

E. What do the highlighted pronouns and number in the text refer to:    

1. He (line 3): ------------------------------------------   (TEXT A). 

2. this (line 4): ----------------------------------------  (TEXT A). 

3. 75% (line 2): --------------------------------------  (TEXT B). 

4. The writer wants his son to be with real people.  (         )   

5. The writer thinks there is a danger that the young could be addicted to technology.  (         )   

6. Young people are capable of telling the difference between life and death.  (         )   
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Unit 4. Period 2 

State of Palestine  

Ministry of Education  

D.G. of Assessment, Evaluation & Examinations  

ǬǾƭƸǩä ǰǮƭƸǩä ɝ Ǭƾƛ 

 
 аϝЛЮ2020 

 еуГЃЯТ ϣЮмϸ 

буЯЛϧЮϜм ϣуϠϽϧЮϜ ϢϼϜϾм 

ϤϝжϝϳϧвъϜм бтнЧϧЮϜм ЀϝуЧЯЮ ϣвϝЛЮϜ ϢϼϜϸшϜ 

 ануЮϜϥϡЃЮϜ :  

 :ϵтϼϝϧЮϜ6/6/2020 

 :дϝϳϧвъϜ ϢϹв2.45 

) ϤϝвыЛЮϜ Ингϯв100 ϣвыК ( 

 :ИмϽУЮϜсϮнЮнзЫϧЮϜм ̪ЬϝгКцϜм ϢϸϝтϽЮϜм ̪сϠϸцϜ 

ϣтϿуЯϯжъϜ ϣПЯЮϜ :ϩϳϡгЮϜ 

 :ϣЦϼнЮϜ .сϠϸцϜ ИϽУЯЮ пЮмцϜ 

сϮнЮнзЫϧЮϜ м ̪ЬϝгКцϜм ϢϸϝтϽЮϜ :ϣЃЯϮ 

I  Reading Comprehension: (40 points) 

Question Number One: (20 points)  

Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

It isnôt hard to explain why parents, teachers and older people in general get so concerned about 

the negative effects of young peopleôs use of communications technology. They may be motivated by 

a wish to protect their children from harm or to control them, but throughout history older 

generations have always tried to put limits on the behaviour of the young.  

The only difference now is that the Internet is such a powerful force, and older people 

generally donôt really understand this new world of social media and instant communication, so 

theyôre unable to control it. And the situation is changing so fast that the gap in their knowledge is 

widening all the time.  

In a similar way, governments, even in democratic countries, like to put limits on peopleôs 

behaviour. After all, itôs a large part of what governments are about. They may have more 

technological knowledge than the average parent, but the spread of social media sites and 

communications apps like Twitter and WhatsApp is making it harder and harder for them to control 

what their citizens are saying and doing.  

Clearly, this isnôt always a positive trend, but what we can say for sure is that new 

information and communications technologies are a force for social change and economic 

development, especially in poorer countries without a reliable traditional phone network. The World 

Bank has calculated that in countries like this, a 10% increase in high-speed Internet connections 

leads to a 1.3% increase in economic growth. It is, they say, óthe single most powerful way to extend 

economic opportunities and services to millions of people, especially in remote areasô.  

A recent headline on the BBC website asked: óCould Ramallah become an Arab World 

technology hub?ô The article went on to show how young Palestinians are starting small technology 

companies that could help the Palestinian economy to break free from the restrictions placed on it  by 

the Israeli occupation. As one interviewee explains: óThis is what is good about technology: it breaks 

the borders. A person with a laptop can work in the worst situations; he can work from his home and 

interact with the global community, without a passport and despite the occupation. It is limitless.ô 

A. Answer the following questions:  

1. Why are parents and teachers concerned about the negative effects of young people's use of technology?   

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

2. What do governments and older generations have in common? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

3. What makes it harder for the governments to control what their citizens are saying and doing?  

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      
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4. How could the Palestinian economy break free from the Israeli restrictions? 

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

B. Complete the sentences below:  

1. According to the World Bank, if there is a 20% increase in internet speed, this will lead to a  

----------------------- % increase in economic growth.  

2. According to an interviewee, technology is good because it is ---------------------------------------------------------- 

3. Despite the Israeli occupation, Palestinians can: ----------------------------------------------------------- and ---------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4. Why is it unceptable to post a message that you are having a party on public sites? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C. Decide whether each of the following is (True or False):  

1. Only teacher are concerned about the negative effects of internet. (      ) 

2. The gap in the older people's knowledge is shrinking. (      ) 

3.   Governments, even in democratic countries, like to restrict people's behavior.  (      ) 

4. Information and communications technologies are a positive force for social and economic 

change. (      )  

E. What do the following pronouns refer to:    

1. them (line 3): ------------------------------------------   2. they (line 4): ---------------------------------------- 

3. it  (line 2): --------------------------------------   4. he  (line 2): --------------------------------------   
 

II Vocabulary 

A. Match the words in the box with their meanings below:  

citizens trened network motivated hub restrictions remote borders 
 

1. limits  ------------------------------------------------.  8/2018- 8/2016 

2. system of connections  ------------------------------------------------.   

3. dividing lines ------------------------------------------------.   

4. difficult to get to ------------------------------------------------.   

5. caused or encouraged ------------------------------------------------.   2/2017 

6. people who live in a country   --------------------------------------------.   

7. central point ------------------------------------------------.   

8. movement, fashion or change ------------------------------------------------.   

B. Match the words in the box with their meanings below:  

remote capable shrunk 
 

1. a long way from the centre  ------------------------------------------------.   

2. got smaller  ------------------------------------------------.   

3. having the ability ------------------------------------------------.   
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C. Complete each of the following by using a suitable word from the box:  

justified potential addicted capable vary fear pamic 

1. If you are  ---------------------------- to something, you can't stop yourself from doing it.   

2. A ---------------------------- problem isn't a problem yet, but might become one in the future.   

3. If things ---------------------------- , they are different in different situations.   

4. If an action or idea is ---------------------------- , it is the correct thing to do or believe.   

5. A feeling of  ---------------------------- happens when we stop thinking properly because we are 

frightened.   

6. ---------------------------- is what you feel when you are afraid.   

7. If you are ---------------------------- of doing something, you have the necessary ability to do it.   

D. Complete each of the following by using a suitable word from the box:  

restrictions motivated borders citizens remote network hub trend 

1. There are  ---------------------------- on how many books you can borrow from the library.   

2. Most companies are ---------------------------- by the need to make a profit.   

3. A government's first duty is to protect its ----------------------------.   

4. During our train journey we crossed four international ----------------------------.   

5. There is a  ---------------------------- towards smaller and smaller telephones.   

6. I think there's a problem with the phone ---------------------------- because I can't make any calls.   

7. The capital city is a  ---------------------------- for road and rail travel to the rest of the country.   

8. He lives in a  ---------------------------- house, far away from the nearest town.  

E. Complete each of the following by using a suitable word from the box:  

remote shrunk capable restriction network 

1. There is no ---------------------------- on the number of times you can enter the competition.   

2. They live in a  ---------------------------- house, miles from anywhere.   

3. I just don't seem to be ---------------------------- of remembering people's names.   

4. She has a large ---------------------------- of friends that she chats to online.   

5. I washed the shirt in hot water and now it's ---------------------------- .   
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Unit 4 Period 3+4 

Worksheet  

1) Complete the sentences with suitable modal verbs from the box: - 

may  -  will  -  won't  -  could  

1- Don't worry. I'm sure you ------------------- win the competition. You are the best candidate. 

2- If we run, we ------------------------ catch the bus. At least we can try.  

3- You obviously ------------------------ get the job if you don't apply for it.  

4- We can't make any plans yet because he ------------------------ not come.   

2) Circle the correct modal verb to complete the sentences below: - 

1. Scientists predict that the world's population will / could continue to rise.  

2. Just try it. You won't / may find that it's easier than you thought. Who knows? 

3. You don't need to worry about it. It may / could not happen.  

4. I can say for sure that if you don't work, you won't / might  succeed.  

5. Try asking someone to help you. That won't / might  solve the problem.  

6. I can't be sure, but the celebration will / will probably begin at 6:00 pm. 

7. Our national team have got a lot of training. They may not / may well win the match. 

8. He hasn't saved enough money yet, so he probably won't / could get married this year.  

3) Circle the correct verb form to complete the sentences: - 

1. I can't see you this afternoon. I am playing / am going to play tennis with Ziad. 

2. She always says she is arriving / is going to arrive early, but she's always late. 

3. It's too late to post it, so I will take / is going to arrive early, but she's always late. 

4. It's too late to post it, so I will take / am taking it there myself tomorrow. 

5. If the plan doesn't work, what will you do / are you doing? 

6. My cousin is living / is going to live in Ramallah next year.  

7. He is travelling / is going to travel to Jordan next week. The plane ticket is already booked. 

4) Correct the mistakes in the following sentences: - 

1. We might well get there in time, but I don't think so ------------------------------------------------- . 

2. He has the right qualifications, so he might not get the job ------------------------------------------- . 

3. I'm not sure, but I wen't join you tonight ------------------------------------------------- . 

4. We can't make any plans because the weather could not be fine tomorrow -------------------------------------- . 

5. It's raining outside. I'm taking my umbrella ------------------------------------------------- . 
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A. Complete the sentences with the correct tense of the verbs in brackets:- 

7- When I  -------------------- at home last night, my parents -------------------- TV.  (arrive / watch)  

8- It  -------------------- to rain while ---------------------------- to work yesterday.  (start / walk)  

9- I -------------------- much better after I --------------------------- the medicine last night.  (feel / take)  

10- What  -------------------- they -------------------- when the teacher -------------------- into the room? (do / come)  

11- I ------------------------ you back yesterday because I ----------------------------- my mobile.  (not call / lose)  

12- While I --------------------------------- in the room, I -------------------- someone come in.  (walk / hear)  

13- Mother -------------------- shopping this morning because it ----------------------------------------. (not go / rain)  

14- As I returned home, I ---------------- the bag and realized that I ------------------ my keys. (open / lose)  

15- When I got home, my brother  -------------------- a film that I -------------------- three times. (watch / see)  

16- I -------------------- that I had met him while I -------------------- about first aid.   (think / lecture)  

B. Use the words in brackets to join each pair of the following: 

1- His colleagues came to collect him. He was in the middle of eating his breakfast. (when)  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- The students were shouting. The teacher got very angry. (because)  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3- I received my friend's letter. I replied to it soon. (as soon as)  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4- He read the book. Then he wrote the report.  (after)  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5- He finished his work. Then he went to bed. (until )  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C. Find one mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 

1- I heard the explosion while I walked to bed. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- As soon as I saw the photo, I was recognizing who it was ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

3- After she has read the book, she wrote the report. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

4- When I got into the car, I realized that I was leaving the keys inside the flat.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Unit 4 Period 3 

( 2016 ) 

1) Correct the sentences: - 

1- I promise I may phone you as soon as possible.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- The man's taken off his shoes out door. I think he is praying at the mosque. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2) Circle the correct answer: - 

a. When is Laila going to phone you? 

b. I don't know. She ------------------------ phone this afternoon. (might / must)   

c. Ali ------------------------ go out tonight. He isn't feeling well. (mayn't / will)   

 ( 2017 ) 

1) Circle the correct answer: - 

1- Sorry, I can't see you tonight. I am --------------- for the exam. (reading / going to read).  

2- There are blue patches in the sky. I think it -------------------------- rain. (will / may)  

2) Correct the mistakes in the following sentences: - 

1- I'm sure Ahmed may arrive soon --------------------------   

( 2018) 

1) Choose the correct answer: - 

1- The team haven't done a lot of exercise, so they (may not / won't) win the match. 

2- I know you don't like action film, but I'm sure you (might / will)  like this one.  

2) Circle the correct answer:- 

1- He is quite unpopular, so he (probably will / probably won't)  lose the election.  

2- We (are leaving / will leave) tomorrow. We've already bought the train tickets. 

Final ( 2019 ) 

1) Circle the correct answer:- 

1- Hurry up! The train (will arrive / is going to arrive) in ten minutes. 

2- I promise I (won't tell / am not going to tell) anybody what happened. 

3- Blackboards ---------------------------  replaced by interactive boards in the near future.  

(are going to be / will be). 

4- It is obvious that you --------------------------- get the job. (will probably / will).   

5-    We ---------------------------  get there on time, but I don't think so. (might / well). 

6- Anne --------------------------- come to the café today. She isn't feeling well. (couldn't / mightn't)  
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2) Correct the mistakes in the following sentences:- 

1- I promise I am going to phone you tonight ------------------------------. 

2- I'm sure, but they may well accept this project ------------------------------. 

3- I'm sure scientists may find a solution to the problem of climate change ---------------------. 

4- I can't be sure but this idea will solve the problem ------------------------------. 

5- If this plan doesn't work, what are you doing? ----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

ϣЛϠϜϽЮϜ ϢϹϲнЮϜ пЯК ϣЧϠϝЂ ϤϝжϝϳϧвϜ сТ Ϥϸϼм ϣЯϛЂϒ 

A. Complete each of the following by using a suitable word from the box: 

vary addicted restrictions justified restrictions 
 

6. A lot of people nowadays have become ------------------------------------- to the internet.  8/2017 

7. There are ------------------------------------- against bringing goods into the country.  6/2016 

8. Prices -------------------- widely from shop to shop. Some are expensive, others are cheaper.  6/2017 

9. The government has agreed to impose -------------------------------- on press freedom.  8/2019 

10. I don't think Amy's opinions were really ----------------------------- . (the correct thing to do or believe). 

   6/2020 

B. Complete each of the following by using a suitable word from the box: 

trend show / reveal addicted to justified restrictions 
 

1. He is ------------------ drinking coffee and can't do anything in the morning until has some.  6/2018 

2. There is a great -------------------------------- nowadays towards small families.  2/2017 

3. The European Union puts -------------------------------- on people immigration to it.  8/2016 

4. Doctors are not allowed to ----------------------- confidential information about their patients.  6/2018 

5. The boy -------------------------------- himself by saying he didn't begin the fight.  6/2020 

C. Complete each of the following by using a suitable word from the box: 

hub restrictions motivate 
 

1. The company has used a number of methods to ------------------------- , its employees to work harder.  

 6/2019 

2. The new mall is in the -------------------------------- of the city near the hospital.  1/2017 

3. There are some new -------------------------------- on smoking indoors. (limits)  8/2019 
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Writing  

Final Exam  

/ϣДϲыв свЯЛЮϜ ϞыАϠ Јϝ϶ аЂЧЮϜ ϜϺк: 

8/2018 

A. Some educators argue that every child in every school should have access to computers. 

others believe that the value of computers in the classroom is overrated and that computers 

may actually interfere with the learning process. 

In your opinion, how important are computers in the classroom? Use specific reasons and 

examples to explain your answer. 

8/2019 

B. B. How are technological ways of written communication different from letters, and which 

purposes or situations are better for different methods?  

Å Paragraph 1 : benefits of modern communication methods.  

Å Paragraph 2 : bad effects of social media.  

Å Paragraph 3: which way you prefer / explain. 

C. Nowadays, technology plays an important role in people's life, especially in the fields of 

telecommunication and education.  

Write an essay of about the statement above focusing on the following ideas:  

Å Technology advances in both fields.  

Å The importance of today's technology compared with the past.  

Å The impact of technology on education. 

D. Write an essay of four paragraphs about the effects of social media on young people.  

Make use of the following ideas: 

Å What is meant by social media?  

Å Examples of positive effects of social media.  

Å Examples of negative effects of social media.  

Å Tour advice to young people who are addicted to it. 
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Nowadays technology plays an important role in people's life, especially in the fields of 

telecommunication and education. 

Nowadays technology has brought a lot of changes to our life, especially in education and 

communication. In communication, the major changes happen in the way we communicate with other 

people. We don't need to meet them face-to-face to say what is in our mind. We simply can phone 

them or do video chat using internet connection. As for education, there are many advances in 

technology that are now used in the classroom and have been very beneficial to the teaching process. 

In the past, we spent a long time to travel to distant places, but now we just need hours or 

even minutes to go there using latest technology in a form of transportation means. People face a lot 

of difficulties in contacting each other in the previous centuries. They used letters, birds, and in some 

cases smoke for communication purposes. Above all, people nowadays can communicate easily, 

quickly and continuously by modern telecommunications. 

In education, the changes have brought advantages to students and teachers. For instance, 

students can do their homework or assignments faster because of using the internet. The teachers also 

get some advantages from it. They can combine their teaching skill with it and produce some 

interesting materials to teach like colourful slides to deliver the lesson and to show how things 

happen. 

In conclusion, technology has made itself part of every aspect of our lives today, and the 

students who understand it are the ones who succeed in the business world. Technology itself has 

given us advantages to improve our life's quality.  
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Unit 7  

The world of Work  

 

 

English Language 

Paper: one 

Time: 300 Hours  

 
Humanities & Scientific Streams  

Total Marks (90) 

 
 еуГЃЯТ ϣЮмϸ 

 ϣуϠϽϧЮϜ ϢϼϜϾмбуЯЛϧЮϜм 

ϤϝжϝϳϧвъϜм бтнЧϧЮϜм ЀϝуЧЯЮ ϣвϝЛЮϜ ϢϼϜϸшϜ 

Date: 9/6/2016  

Reading Comprehension : (30 points) 

Question Number One: (25 points)  

Read the text about the world of work and complete the tasks below: 

------------------------------------------------------- . James Hutchings: Iôm not sure my job is what people were thinking 

of. They probably wanted to be jet fighter pilots. The work isnôt as exciting as people think. You 

donôt see the world, just the insides of airports. There isnôt much job security either. There are lots of 

ways you could lose your job. It suits me at the moment because Iôm young and single, but I 

wouldnôt want to be still doing it in ten yearsô time. 

------------------------------------------------------- . Jane Nicholson: The feeling you get is like nothing else, and it 

outweighs the many negatives, like the pressure, the stage fright and the long periods without work. 

Unless youôre a big star, you never know where the next job is going to come from. 

------------------------------------------------------- . Amina Kureishi: óAlmost anyone can become a musician, but the 

trick is to make a living from it. I mean, there are singers, there are good singers and there are 

successful singers, but theyôre three different things. For most of us itôs a life of late nights, long 

hours practising and travelling from place to place, being paid just enough to put food on the table. 

The majority of professional musicians need other incomes, usually from teaching.ô 

A. Read the text quickly then match the jobs with each paragraph:   (3 points)  

a. Musician and singer    b.  Airline pilot   c.  TV and theatre actor  

B. Answer the following questions:   (7 points)  

1. Why does James' job suit him at present? -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. What are the negatives of being a theatre actor?  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3. How do most musicians see their jobs?  

a. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- b. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- d. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C. Decide if the statements are True or False according to the text:  (6 points) 

1. James would like to stay in his job for the rest of his life.  (      )  

2. If you are not a big star; you never know where the next job is going to come from.  (      ) 

3. Good singers and successful singers make the same living. (      )  

D. Complete the following sentences: (4 points)  

1. James thinks that his work is not as exciting as people think because  

a. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- b. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

2. Anyone can become a musician, but ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- from it.  
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 еуГЃЯТ ϣЮмϸ 

 ϢϼϜϾмбуЯЛϧЮϜм ϣуϠϽϧЮϜ 

ϤϝжϝϳϧвъϜм бтнЧϧЮϜм ЀϝуЧЯЮ ϣвϝЛЮϜ ϢϼϜϸшϜ 

 ануЮϜ : 

:ϵтϼϝϧЮϜ     /     / 2020 

 :дϝϳϧвъϜ ϢϹв2:45 ϣКϝЂ 

) ϤϝвыЛЮϜ Ингϯв100 ϣвыК ( 

 :ИмϽУЮϜсгЯЛЮϜ 

ϣтϿуЯϯжъϜ ϣПЯЮϜ :ϩϳϡгЮϜ 

 :ϣЦϼнЮϜ---------- 

Reading Comprehension : (45 points) 

Question Number One: (25 points)  

Read the text and do the tasks below: 

A survey of 3,000 workers in the UK has revealed the top ten dream jobs. Being ódreamô jobs, a 

certain amount of fantasy is involved, but what is the reality behind the dream? We asked some professionals 

what doing these jobs was really like. 

-------------------------------------------------------, James Hutchings: óThey didnôt really make this the first choice, did they? Iôm 

not sure my job is what people were thinking of. They probably wanted to be jet fighter pilots. The work isnôt 

as exciting as people think. You donôt see the world, just the insides of airports. There isnôt much job security 

either. There are lots of ways you could lose your job. It suits me at the moment because Iôm young and single, 

but I wouldnôt want to be still doing it in ten yearsô time.  

----------------------------------------------------, Jane Nicholson: óThereôs nothing Iôd rather do. The feeling you get is like nothing 

else, and it  outweighs the many negatives, like the pressure, the stage fright and the long periods without 

work. Unless youôre a big star, you never know where the next job is going to come from.  

-------------------------------------------------------, Amina Kureishi: óAlmost anyone can become a musician, but the trick is to 

make a living from it. I mean, there are singers, there are good singers and there are successful singers, but 

theyôre three different things. For most of us itôs a life of late nights, long hours practising and travelling from 

place to place, being paid just enough to put food on the table. The majority of professional musicians need 

other incomes, usually from teaching.ô 

-------------------------------------------------------, Ben Harper: óI can understand why this work comes so high in the list. Itôs the 

job satisfaction, isnôt it? A lot of people probably feel theyôd rather do something to help others than work for 

a company making money for someone else. But the thing is that for most charity workers, itôs just an office 

job. Even non-profit organisations have to be run like businesses these days. The people at the top are paid 

well, but those lower down are often volunteers.ô  

A. Complete the table with the negatives of each job according to the text:   (9 points)  

The person  The negative of his/ her job 

James 

Hutchings  
2. It's not exciting because ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

3. There is no ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Jane 

Nicholson  

1. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Amina 

Kureishi  

1. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Ben 

Harper  
Charity organizations are like businesses, people at the top are paid well but  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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B. Match the jobs with their suitable paragraphs:   (4 points)  

a.  Pianist and singer     b.  Airline pilot    

c.  Charity worker           d.  TV and theatre actor  

E. Answer the following questions:   (4.5 points)  

1. What was the purpose of the survey?  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. Why is James satisfied with his job at the moment?  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3. Where does the trick lie in musicians' job?  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C. Decide whether the following statements are True or False:  (4.5 points) 

1. James is surprised that o many people want to be pilots.   (      )  

2.  Jane feels that her job is special.   (      ) 

3. The majority of musicians are paid enough from their job according to Amina. (      ) 

D. Write what the following pronouns might refer to:   (3 points)  

1. They  (line 4): -----------------------------------------------------------------  

2. It    (line 10): -----------------------------------------------------------------  

3. Us  (line 14): -----------------------------------------------------------------  
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 еуГЃЯТ ϣЮмϸ 

буЯЛϧЮϜм ϣуϠϽϧЮϜ ϢϼϜϾм 

ϤϝжϝϳϧвъϜм бтнЧϧЮϜм ЀϝуЧЯЮ ϣвϝЛЮϜ ϢϼϜϸшϜ 

 :дϝϳϧвъϜ ϢϹв2:45  ϣКϝЂ 

 еузϪъϜ :ϵтϼϝϧЮϜм ануЮϜ17/8/2019 

) ϤϝвыЛЮϜ Ингϯв100 ϣвыК ( 

сКϽЇЮϜм ϣузлгЮϜ :ИмϽУЮϜ 

ϣтϿуЯϯжъϜ ϣПЯЮϜ :ϩϳϡгЮϜ 

 :ϣЦϼнЮϜ---------- 

Reading Comprehension : (40 points) 

Question Number One: (25 points)  

Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

TEXT A:  

Most schools claim to prepare students for the world of work, but Milton Secondary School 

takes the claim very seriously. Before they even join the school, future pupils get an informal 

interview at their primary school to discuss their  hopes and preferences for the future. The emphasis 

on employment continues during the first two years at Milton, and then in the third year all pupils 

spend a day doing work experience at a local company. Two years later, this becomes a whole week 

spent with a company, usually arranged by the students themselves. Troughout their secondary 

education, students have professional careers advice, which costs the school over £30,000 a year. 

Head teacher Harriet Downs believes itôs worth it, though: óTeachers arenôt trained as careers 

advisers,ô she says, óso we bring in professional help. Itôs part of a co-ordinated programme that aims 

to make students aware of the employment options available, and how to make the most of them. Itôs 

too late to start talking about work in their final year. 




